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Figure 1: Our proposed technique HiveFive, in which a swarm visualization is used as a diegetic cue for guiding attention in
Virtual Reality (in two different environments - left: forest, right: city). Best seen in color.
ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION

Recent advances in Virtual Reality (VR) technology, such as
larger fields of view, have made VR increasingly immersive.
However, a larger field of view often results in a user focusing
on certain directions and missing relevant content presented
elsewhere on the screen. With HiveFive, we propose a technique that uses swarm motion to guide user attention in VR.
The goal is to seamlessly integrate directional cues into the
scene without losing immersiveness. We evaluate HiveFive
in two studies. First, we compare biological motion (from a
prerecorded swarm) with non-biological motion (from an algorithm), finding further evidence that humans can distinguish
between these motion types and that, contrary to our hypothesis, non-biological swarm motion results in significantly faster
response times. Second, we compare HiveFive to four other
techniques and show that it not only results in fast response
times but also has the smallest negative effect on immersion.

In the last decade, Virtual Reality (VR) devices have evolved
from expensive and uncomfortable to wear headsets, mostly
used in research projects or specialized use cases, to affordable consumer products that are used in everyday life. The
technology is defined by Pimentel and Teixeira as “an interactive, immersive experience generated by a computer” [35], in
which immersion is understood as the extent to which the used
technology provides a living illusion of reality for the human
senses [34]. With recent advances, such as improved tracking
[30], higher screen resolutions [8] and wider fields of view
[36], VR technology has become increasingly immersive.
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However, larger fields of view amplify the problem of user
missing relevant content presented on the screen, as they are
looking in another direction. For example in Cinematic Virtual Reality, one can choose the viewing direction freely and
thereby might miss details relevant for the storyline [39]. Similar problems exist in gaming [14] or collaboration [2].
In previous research, different techniques have been proposed
to address this problem. For example, techniques that rotate
the virtual world to change the direction in which user look [31,
27, 15], techniques that manipulate the environment [45, 18, 9],
or techniques that highlight relevant content [1, 26]. However,
all these techniques alter the visual properties of objects such
as brightness or color, or introduce unnatural features in the
virtual environment to draw attention and, therefore, could be
perceived as unrealistic and negatively affect the immersion.
On the contrary, visual cues can be used that are perceived
as part of the scene. For example, a firefly that flies towards
a target location of the scene to which the attention should
be guided [31]. These visual cues are referred to as diegetic
stimuli and have been suggested in Cinematic Virtual Reality

[39]. Diegetic cues have shown to not strongly influence
the perceived immersion [40, 39]. Therefore, we think that
diegetic cues offer great potential for immersion preserving
attention guidance. However, to our knowledge, no diegetic
technique exists that is generic enough to be used in a wide
range of scenarios. Mostly because a diegetic cue needs to be
perceived as a realistic part of the scene.
To address this problem, we investigate in how far swarms
can be used to guide attention in VR. Swarms exist in different manifestations in nature (e.g., as swarms of birds, fish or
insects) and the general idea of individuals that move as collective can also be applied to particles that are affected by other
forces such as wind (e.g., dust, leaves, sparks). Depending
on the scene, a specific type of swarm can be selected that is
perceived as realistic and therefore, may not negatively affect
perceived immersion (e.g., a swarm of bees can be used in
a forest environment). Another advantage of swarms is that
the individuals of the swarm are in constant motion, which is
a strong stimulus in the periphery and therefore, may attract
the user’s attention. Furthermore, in previous work, it was
shown that humans are able to distinguish different types of
motion (e.g., human motion [21] or animal motion [28]) and
that biological and non-biological motion is processed differently in the brain [12, 11, 20]. Therefore, in a first user study,
we compare biological motion of swarms with non-biological
motion of swarms to evaluate which motion is perceived faster.
Afterward, in a second study, we take the swarm that was
perceived quickest and compare it to four other state-of-theart attention guidance techniques to evaluate which technique
results in fastest user responses and is perceived as the most
immersive.
Our research contributions are:
• We propose HiveFive, a swarm visualization which guides
attention in VR and present a comparison of biological
and non-biological motion for HiveFive in two different
environments.
• We evaluate HiveFive by comparing it to four existing attention guidance techniques with regard to response times
and perceived immersion.
RELATED WORK
Visual Perception and Motion

Visual information enters the human eye in the form of light
and is then processed by light-sensitive receptors on the retina
[7]. The distribution of these receptors on the retina varies,
with most of the cones (color vision receptors) in the center
of our vision (referred to as fovea) and more rods (blackand-white vision receptors) outside the center (referred to as
periphery) [22]. As a result, humans have sharp and very good
color perception in the fovea, while vision in the periphery is
less sharp with less good color perception (e.g., yellow can
be perceived best and is perceived up to 50° in the periphery)
[7, 33]. However, the peripheral vision has a higher temporal
resolution than foveal vision, allowing a good perception of
motion [32]. Motion is perceived when successive receptors
of the retina are stimulated [7]. A special form of motion is
biological motion, which originates from biological organisms.

Different studies have been conducted that show humans can
identify human motion [21] or animal motion [28] presented
with dynamic point lights. Furthermore, researchers have
shown that biological motion is processed in different brain
areas than non-biological motion [12, 11]. Since motion is
a strong stimulus in peripheral vision [16] and humans can
distinguish between biological and non-biological motion,
we investigate if the use of biological motion for guiding
attention has a positive effect on response times compared to
non-biological motion.
Swarms with Biological and Non-Biological Motion

A swarm is a group of individuals that moves as a collective.
In nature, different manifestations of such swarms exist (e.g.,
flocks of birds, schools of fish or insect swarms). The collective behavior of swarms inspired many researchers and found
it’s way into different mathematical models and optimization
methods (e.g., particle swarm optimization [23]). To simulate swarms in computer-generated environments, Reynolds
suggested an algorithm with three simple rules, which each
member has to follow: 1) avoid collisions with swarm members, 2) try to match speed with nearby swarm members, 3)
try to stay close to other swarm members [38]. To play back
swarms with real-world biological motion in a virtual environment, Sinhuber et al. recorded a swarm of insects by tracking
the three-dimensional, time-resolved trajectories of individual
insects of laboratory insect swarms and making them available as a data set [43]. When investigating the perception of
biological motion in swarms, Seiffert et al. found that humans
perceive their behavior as biological motion when the whole
swarm is visible [42]. To compare biological motion with
non-biological motion for guiding attention, we present two
different swarms to the user. One swarm representing biological motion based on the recordings by Sinhuber et al. [43] and
another swarm representing non-biological motion based on
the algorithm by Reynolds [38].
Attention Guidance

We classify previous research focusing on attention guidance
in VR into four categories: 1) change of the users’ view, 2)
manipulation of the environment, 3) highlighting of relevant
content and 4) diegetic cues.
An example of a change of the users’ view is forced rotation
introduced by Nielsen et al. [31]. The technique rotates the
virtual body of the user towards relevant content while the
user is free to move the head in any direction. Later, Lin et
al. compared a similar technique to an arrow-based approach,
finding that users preferred the auto-rotate when lots of headmovement is required [27]. However, the virtual rotation may
negatively affect the perceived immersion. Therefore, Gugenheimer et al. [15] developed the SwiVRChair, a chair that turns
a user’s real body in the direction of relevant content, with
users rating the experience as significantly more immersive
without suffering from simulator sickness. However, additional hardware is required to use this technique.
Another approach is to manipulate the environment. In recent
work, Smith et al. used blurred and non-blurred areas in videos
to show that viewers can be directed to regions with little or no
spatial blur when the rest of an image is blurred [45]. Based

on this technique, Hata et al. [18] used Gauss filters to find
thresholds at which blur can no longer be perceived without
losing guidance. Later, Grogorick et al. [9] implemented
blurring in a virtual environment and tested it in combination
with a head-mounted display and a full-dome real-time video
projection system. In combination with the head-mounted
display, blurring was perceived fastest. However, blurring is
an unnatural effect that may affect immersion negatively.
Different techniques have been explored to highlight relevant content in VR. For example techniques that use different
shapes to point towards the relevant content such as Arrows
[5, 3, 19] or Halos [13], or techniques located at the relevant
content such as Subtle Gaze Direction (SGD) [1] or DeadEye
[26]. SGD changes the area of an image by modulated luminance and warm/cool flickering while DeadEye tries to draw
attention to certain objects by rendering them on one eye only.
However, all techniques may also affect immersion negatively.
Recently, different so-called diegetic visual cues have been
investigated in the field of cinematic virtual reality. These cues
can be perceived as part of a movie by both actors and viewers
to attract attention. For example, Nielsen et al. proposed
a firefly that appeared in the user’s field of view and flew
into the target area [31]. The majority of the participants
found the firefly helpful to follow the story. Rothe et al. [40]
also used diegetic stimuli by moving existing objects in a
cinematic VR environment. They found that moving objects
can attract attention even without sounds [40]. However, there
is no diegetic visual cue that is applicable in a wide range
of settings. Therefore, we utilize swarms to guide the user’s
attention because swarms have different manifestations and
therefore, may be perceived as realistic in various settings.
Our technique HiveFive is inspired by the diegetic visual cues
such as the firefly from Nielsen et al. [31]. To evaluate the
performance, we selected several state-of-the-art techniques
and compare our technique HiveFive against these existing
techniques in a second user study.
GENERAL APPROACH

We investigate if it is possible to direct the attention of users
in a virtual environment using diegetic stimuli without negatively influencing the feeling of immersion. Since motion is
a strong stimulus in peripheral vision [16], our technique is
based on swarm motion that attracts attention at the target location. Since past research has shown that there is a difference
in human perception of biological [12, 11] and non-biological
motion, we investigate whether there is a difference in the response times with which a biological swarm can be perceived.
There are indications in the literature that biological motion is
perceived as early as ~110 ms of stimulus onset [4], whereby
the processing of biological motion occurs unintentionally
and incidentally, so probably instead in a bottom-up manner
compared to other types of motion [20, 46]. Therefore we suspect that biological swarms perform better than non-biological
swarms, because biological motion is better perceived than unstructured non-biological motion as it also stands out between
other moving interfering objects [20]. Furthermore, biological swarms are well-perceivable [42]. In a second study, we
want to find out in direct comparison how quick HiveFive can

guide the attention compared to other known techniques and,
above all, in how far the techniques have a negative effect on
the perceived immersion. We suspect that HiveFive is more
pleasantly perceived as the other non-diegetic techniques.
STUDY 1: COMPARING SWARM MOTION VARIANTS
Study Design

Our study had two independent variables: swarm (biological
motion vs. non-biological motion) and environment (forest
vs. city). The environment variable was counterbalanced. The
swarms appeared equally distributed over three different angles (15◦ vs. 30◦ vs. 45◦ ) with two directions (left vs. right)
for each swarm variant twice in random order, resulting in 24
trials per swarm and environment. To mix both types of motion, we randomized all trials within two equally sized blocks
of 12 trials. We used quantitative methods to evaluate user performance by using the time to first fixation as our dependent
variable. The time to first fixation (TTFF) is a standard eye
tracking metric defined as the time between stimulus onset
(swarm appears) and the first fixation on the area of interest
(swarm).
For this study, we asked: (RQ1) What effect do biological
and non-biological swarm motions have on the response
times for attention guidance and in how far does motion
in the scene influence these times?
Depending on our concept and our study design, we formulated the following hypothesis:
H1 We expect the swarm with biological motion to be perceived faster than the swarm with non-biological motion
due to them being processed differently in the human brain
[12, 11] and for evolutionary reasons.
H2 We expect that additional motion in the scene masks the
motion of the non-biological swarm and negatively influences its perception.
Procedure

At the beginning of the study, the participants received an introduction to Virtual Reality and the HTC Vive head-mounted
display. The eye tracker was calibrated and the participants
had a short look around in each environment (forest, city) to
get familiar with it. Each of the four combinations of swarm
and environment was tested with 24 trials in a separate block.
Each block was divided into two parts of 12 trials to recalibrate
the eye tracking. At the beginning of each block, participants
were standing on a marker and there was a short training trial
to get familiar with the task.
In both environments, the task was to follow a sphere moving
through the field of vision in the form of a Bernoulli lemniscate
(see Figure 2). A lemniscate is a polar curve in the shape of
an infinity symbol. We used the lemniscate as a trajectory for
the distractor stimulus in the form of a moving sphere in our
studies. Once started, the sphere took exactly five seconds to
get back to the starting point. We did this for two reasons: 1)
participants should move their eyes permanently so that we
could test under realistic conditions, 2) by moving the eyes to
one side, we could test for higher angles to the other side. For

indicates the accuracy of the tracker with < 0.5◦ . Our Unity
project is available as an Open Source project on GitHub4 .
Environments

Figure 2: The visible FOV of the HTC Vive is given as 110◦
(red line) under optimal conditions. However, since the visible
range depends on many factors such as the fit of the headset,
facial geometry and the distance between eyes and lenses,
we have identified an average FOV of 65◦ (blue line). The
lemniscate is located in the centre with a total width of 45◦
(white line). Best seen in color.

example, without moving the eyes, we could present stimuli
up to 22.5◦ to the left or right side. By moving the eyes by
22.5◦ to one side, we could test up to 45° on the other side.
In each trial, participants were asked to look straight ahead and
the sphere was faded in. By clicking a button, the participants
could start moving the sphere on their own. Whether the
participants were following the sphere was monitored by the
study director on the PC who reminded them if necessary.
Thereby, we utilized the smooth pursuit eye movement, which
is often used in the VR context (e.g., as an input technique
[24]), and participants were not able to actively look for the
target. After a random time interval of 25±5 seconds, the
swarm appeared. Participants were instructed to look at the
swarm as soon as possible and were asked to press a button to
confirm the perceived stimulus. After the button press or five
seconds, the trial was finished and the next trial started with a
button press by the participant.
After each block participants were asked to fill out a questionnaire about simulator sickness (VRSQ) [25] and a demographic questionnaire at the end of the experiment. Overall,
each participant took approximately 60 minutes to finish the
experiment.
Implementation

We implemented our virtual environment and the swarms in
the 3D game engine Unity1 together with an HTC Vive2 and
an aGlass DKII eye tracker 3 of the company 7invensun. The
Unity project was set up using SteamVR and the eye tracker
was used with the aGlass DKII 2.1.0.5 SDK. The manufacturer
1 http://www.unity3d.com,
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Two environments were chosen to investigate the influence
of additional non-biological motion on the perception of the
swarms. To create the environments we used the free “Windridge City” package from the Unity Asset Store as it provides
both an artificial city environment and a natural forest environment 5 . In the city environment, the participants were placed
on a busy street to create permanent non-biological motion in
the environment with moving cars, which were animated to
cross the user’s field of view. A wind simulation also generated motion in the few visible trees. In the forest environment,
the participants were placed in a forest with mountains visible
in the background. The wind simulation was deactivated in
this environment to prevent any motion from grass and trees.
Lemniscate

The implemented Lemniscate with a degree scale can be seen
in Figure 2. The width was 45◦ visual angle, the height was
15◦ visual angle. We chose the width because the lenses of the
HTC Vive create a blurry image in the outer peripheral areas
and we wanted to give the participant the possibility to see the
sphere sharply at any time. We chose the height because we
wanted to focus on the center horizontal area, as this is the area
that is most often scanned by the eyes during consumption of
VR applications [44].
Shared parameters of the swarms

While designing HiveFive, we took a lot of inspiration from
bees, as bees appear in swarms and would fit well within any
outdoor environment. At the beginning, we defined the basic
parameters that should apply to both swarms: A swarm should
be large enough to be well perceived in peripheral vision without covering too much of the background and the motion must
also be perceivable in the outer areas of peripheral vision. To
generate well visible bees, we have limited ourselves to the
color yellow, since some bee species have yellow color components and yellow is also best perceived in peripheral vision.
In order to be able to examine only the motion, we haven’t
used additional stimuli like 3D bee models with moving wings.
Our bees consist of a sphere with a diameter of 5mm. Since an
average worker bee is 5 - 7mm [6] in size and the background
should remain clearly visible, we have decided to use the lower
limit. To avoid further graphical influences we used a unicolor
shader without reflections and switched off the received and
cast shadows for the bees. In order to find out the right speed
for bee motion, the right amount of bees and spread for the
entire swarm, we conducted a pilot study with three people.
A first clue was provided by McKee et al. [29], who found
that an object with a size of about 20◦ at 40◦ eccentricity must
move at more than 30◦ /second to be perceived as moving,
which means that with increasing eccentricity, stimuli must be
relatively large and fast. However, since our swarms consist
of several small units that move freely and chaotically in all
directions within their boundaries, other values seem to fit.
Since our swarms move in 3D space, we give the speed in the
4 https://github.com/danllng/hivefive
5 https://assetstore.unity.com/,
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Swarm with Biological Motion

To implement a biological swarm in VR, we have used the
data set published by Sinhuber et al., which consists of tracked
recordings of trajectories of midge swarms [43]. To our knowledge, it is the most accurate tracking data available. A total of
19 data sets with average swarm sizes of 14 to 94 midges were
published. The average recording times are between 162 and
1028 frames. Since the midges were tracked automatically, the
system partly lost midges and found them again later, so that
there are data sets with small swarm sizes but several hundred
observations. Each data point in the dataset contains an observation number, coordinates, current speed, tracked time (in
milliseconds) and acceleration. For our first study, we tried to
find a subset of the dataset that tracks 10 midges continuously
over an identical period of 5 seconds, with a spread not greater
than 5° visual angle in each direction with normalized vectors.
Since a swarm contracts and spreads, its spreading should not
fall below 5° visual angle and should not exceed 10°. We
chose the data set "Ob4" with to have a number of midges
that are tracked continuously over a period of 5 seconds (time
the stimulus was presented to the participant). Due to the left
out midges, gaps in the swarm can occur, but this is unproblematic, since [21] showed that data of biological movement
patterns can be removed without affecting perception. In order
to achieve a spreading of 5° in each direction and match the
difference in unit measures between the recordings of the data
set and our environment, we have reduced the scale of the
biological swarm to 0.08% of the original size. To reach the
speed of 0.35m/second, we have used 1.8 times the original
speed as a counteraction to the rescaling and to restore the
original speed.
Swarm with Non-biological Motion

To create a corresponding non-biological swarm, we used the
Reynolds flocking algorithm [38] with the ruleset as described
in the related work part. We have set the speed to 0.35 and the
spread to 0.1 (5° radius).
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unit m/second. Derived from the speed at which the recorded
midges moved, we found a velocity of 0.35m/second with
a spread of 5◦ visual angle in each direction most pleasant.
Too fast movements seem too restless and stressful, too little
motion could no longer be perceived well in the outer areas
of peripheral vision. We chose 10 bees to avoid cluttering
the background too much since too few bees were not well
perceivable and too many bees overlaid the background too
much. Since our technique is inspired by bees (beehive) and
has a spread of 5◦ in each direction, we call it HiveFive. Due
to the shared basic parameters, we ensure that the two swarm
variants differ only in the way the particles move. Without
prior knowledge of swarms, the two variants are otherwise
visually indistinguishable.
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Figure 3: Boxplot of times to first fixation for both swarm
motion types for each environment (forest, city).
rate their experience with Virtual Reality on a 5 point Likert scale. The participants stated that they had very limited
experience (Md=1, IQR=1).
Results
Time to first fixation

We consider the effect of swarm and environment on TTFF.
The median times to first fixation for the city environment
are: swarm with non-biological motion=0.71s (IQR=0.40s)
and swarm with biological motion=0.80s (IQR=0.42s), and
for the forest environment are: swarm with non-biological
motion=0.65s (IQR=0.35s) and swarm with biological motion=0.79s (IQR=0.45s). The times are compared in Figure 3.
A Shapiro-Wilk-Test showed that our data is not normally
distributed (p < 0.001), and thereafter we used Wilcoxon
Signed-rank tests to check for significant differences in TTFF
between conditions. In the city setting, the swarm with nonbiological motion led to a significantly lower TTFF than the
swarm with biological motion (W=10685, Z=-2.28, r=0.11,
p=0.023). In the forest setting, with less environmental motion,
the effect was even stronger, the swarm with non-biological
motion led to a significantly lower TTFF than the swarm with
biological motion (W=8446, Z=-4.54, r=0.21, p<0.001).
In total, the swarm with non-biological motion (Md=0.69s,
IQR=0.38s) led to a significantly lower TTFF than the swarm
with biological swarm motion (Md=0.80s, IQR=0.43s) averaged over both settings (W=38188, Z=-4.81, r=0.16, p<0.001).
VR Sickness

The Virtual Reality Sickness Questionnaire (VRSQ) [25] confirmed that the city environment with more motion in the scene
negatively affected VR sickness. Table 1 shows the individual
scores for each environment including the sub-scores for oculomotor (fatigue, headache, eyestrain, and difficulty focusing)
and disorientation (vertigo, dizziness, and blurred vision).
Discussion
Biological vs. Non-biological Swarm Motion

Participants

We recruited 20 volunteer participants (7 female), aged between 23 and 60 years (M=31.50, SD=11.68). None suffered
from color vision impairments, 10 had normal vision, and 10
had corrected-to-normal vision. We asked the participants to

As the times to first fixation show, there is a significant difference between the reaction times of biological and nonbiological swarms. E. Hiris [20] found that biological motion
is easier to detect than unstructured non-biological motion.
It seems to be related to the underlying form of biological

Table 1: The Virtual Reality Sickness Questionnaire (VRSQ)
confirmed that the city setting with more motion in the scene
negatively affected VR sickness.
Setting
City
Forest

Oculomotor
47.92
44.17

Disorientation
41.00
38.33

VRSQ Score
44.46
41.25

motion. Seiffert et al. [42] identify biological swarm motion as biological motion because it is linked to the motion
of biological entities. However, a swarm does not have an
underlying form and is unstructured, since there are no fixed
connections between the components of a swarm and the entities can move freely. Seiffert et al. found that humans perceive
swarm motion as biological motion when the whole swarm is
visible. Since our compared swarms are both unstructured and
the entities of the non-biological swarm move according to a
mathematical model and no biological motion is underlying,
we predicted a difference between the reaction times. However, contrary to our hypothesis H1 , the response times for
swarms with biological motion were slower than for swarms
with non-biological motion. Therefore, we cannot accept our
hypothesis H1 .
Influence of the Environment

The additional non-biological motion in the city environment
caused worse reaction times, but only for the non-biological
swarm. The performance of the biological swarm hardly
changed, so that we can accept our hypothesis H2 .
Motion Parameter of HiveFive

Since non-biological swarm motion is perceived significantly
faster than biological swarm motion, we now use the nonbiological motion according to Reynolds as the basis for our
method. This has some advantages as it is easier to implement
and configure than the biological variant.
STUDY 2: EVALUATION OF HIVEFIVE
Study Design

To evaluate the performance of different attention guidance
techniques, we conducted a within-subjects controlled laboratory study in Virtual Reality with the HTC Vive. Our study
had one independent variable Technique (HiveFive vs. Arrow
vs. Blurring vs. DeadEye vs. Subtle Gaze Direction). All techniques were counterbalanced using a Latin square design. The
techniques appeared equally distributed over three different
angles (15° vs. 30° vs 45°) with two directions (left vs. right)
each two times in a randomized order, resulting in a block
of 12 trials per Technique. We used quantitative methods to
evaluate user performance, taking TTFF, object selection accuracy, perceived presence measured with the IGROUP Presence
Questionnaire (IPQ) [37, 41], perceived workload measured
with the raw NASA task load index (Raw-TLX) [17], and
subjective Likert-items as our dependent variables. Different
to the first study, TTFF was measured as the time between
stimulus onset (technique appears) and the first fixation on the
area of interest (apple). We have changed this metric because
this study is not about which method is seen the fastest, but

whether the method successfully helps to solve the problem to
find the right target.
For this study, we asked: (RQ2) Which technique guides
users attention the fastest while preserving the perceived
immersion in Virtual Reality?
H3 We expect no other technique to outperform HiveFive with
regard to response time.
H4 We expect HiveFive to have the least negative impact on
immersion.
Procedure

At the beginning of the study, the participants received an introduction to Virtual Reality and the HTC Vive head-mounted
display. The process of the eye tracker calibration was shown
and the participants had a short look around the environment
to get familiar with it. At the beginning of each block, there
was a short training run, so that the participants understand the
task.
The task aimed to find the randomized target apple in an apple tree, filled with decorative apples. The target apple could
only be found with the help of the techniques because otherwise, it had no visible features. First of all the participants
were asked to look straight ahead and follow a sphere moving
on the path of a Bernoulli lemniscate with their eyes, with
identical parameters to those of the first study. There was a
start marker on the ground to ensure that all participants were
standing in the same place. After alignment, the participants
looked straight ahead and the sphere was faded in. By clicking
a button, the participants could start moving the sphere on
their own. Whether the participants were following the sphere
was monitored by the study director on the PC and reminded
them if necessary. After a period of random 25±5 seconds,
the technique was activated and was supposed to draw the
participant’s attention to the target apple. The participants
were instructed to instantly look at the apple as soon as they
perceived the stimulus from the technique and press a button.
At this point, the participant was allowed to move his head.
As soon as the button was pressed, the stimulus disappeared
and a selection tool appeared to select the apple that the participants thought was meant. As the selection tool, we used the
SteamVR laser attached to the VR controller. After selecting
an apple, the next trial was started. If no apple was selected
within 5 seconds, the trial was aborted. If the technique was
not noticed within 5 seconds, the trial was also aborted and the
next trial started. The selection time was limited to 5 seconds,
so that participants could not select apples randomly, and trials do not consume to much time. In pre-tests, the selection
time was lower than 2 seconds on average. Since participants
had to follow a sphere that was moving within their view, we
introduced a button press to identify false positives in which
participants did not perceive the stimulus. After each block,
the participants were asked to fill out an immersive questionnaire (IPQ), a Raw-TLX questionnaire, a subjective Likert
scale questionnaire and an additional demographic questionnaire at the end of the experiment. Overall, each participant
took approximately 80 minutes to finish the experiment.

(a) Apple tree without techniques

(b) Arrow

(c) Blurring

(d) DeadEye

(e) HiveFive

(f) Subtle Gaze Direction

Figure 4: The apple tree used in the second study as overview (a) and the compared techniques (b-f). Best seen in color.
Search task

The study consisted of a search task that took place in the
virtual forest setting from the first study. To create a realistic,
immersive scenario, the wind simulation was reactivated, so
the trees could move, and a large apple tree was added. The
tree was filled with decorative apples that served as target
objects. Some apples were arranged in the central field of
view within the dimensions of the Bernoulli lemniscate in 10
columns and 3 rows, thus the distances between the centers
of the apples corresponded to 5° visual angle. Since the immersion feeling has to be measured, the apples were slightly
misplaced in order not to appear too unnatural (see Figure 4a).
The apples had a diameter of 2° visual angle.

could be perceived in our study design with constantly moving
eyes and a moving background, since the background is also
permanently blurred by the eye movements.
DeadEye

DeadEye was implemented as described by Krekhov et al. [26]
by rendering a target on one eye only. In our configuration,
we rendered the target on the right eye, not on the left (see Figure 4d). Since according to Krekhov the consideration of the
dominant eye brings only slight performance improvements,
all participants were tested with the same configuration.

Arrow

Subtle Gaze Direction

Arrow is an obvious stimulus that has already been investigated
for VR purposes by Lin et al. [27]. Unlike described there, the
arrow does not point in the direction of the target object but is
located directly at the edge of the target. The arrow is a threedimensional arrow as used in [3] for virtual environments. The
model was also taken from the Unity Asset Store. The arrow
has a length of 5° visual angle and has a yellow color since
yellow is the color that can also be perceived in peripheral
vision in the outer areas of the periphery (see Figure 4b). The
tip of the arrow is located directly on the apple and circles
around it, while the back of the arrow points, orthogonally to
the apple, in the direction of the participant’s gaze.

Subtle Gaze Direction was implemented as described by Bailey
et al. [1], by placing a two-dimensional round shape directly
on the target. The pixels were each brightened or darkened by
9.5%, with a frequency of 10 Hz. Since all other techniques are
visible techniques, where the participants can be sure that they
have seen them, the luminance modulation was not deactivated
after a saccade towards the cue as described by Bailey et al.,
but remained until the button push (see Figure 4f).

Blurring

Blurring was implemented as described by Hata et al. [18]
and used in its strongest form (σ = 5). The target was placed
centrally in an area with a diameter of 5° visual angle and not
blurred (see Figure 4c). Due to the high degree of blurring,
the stimulus is no longer subtle but was the only one that

Participants

We recruited 20 volunteer participants (10 female), aged between 24 and 60 years (M=32.00, SD=10.55). None suffered
from color vision impairments, 14 had normal vision, and 6
had corrected-to-normal vision. We asked the participants to
rate their experience with Virtual Reality on a 5 point Likertscale. The participants stated that they had limited experience
(Md=2, IQR=1.25).
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Table 3: Pairwise comparisons of techniques with significant
results for the TTFF (r: > 0.1 small, > 0.3 medium, and >
0.5 large effect).

0

Time to first fixation (in seconds)

(see Table 3). Here, we can conclude Arrow, HiveFive < SGD
< Blurring, DeadEye for the TTFF.

Arrow

Blurring

DeadEye

HiveFive

SGD

Figure 5: Boxplot of times to first fixation for all techniques.

Comparison
Arrow
vs.
Arrow
vs.
Arrow
vs.
HiveFive vs.
HiveFive vs.
HiveFive vs.
SGD
vs.
SGD
vs.

Blurring
DeadEye
SGD
Blurring
DeadEye
SGD
Blurring
DeadEye

W
1076
859
3280
827
992
3626
5974
6975

Z
-7.12
-7.65
-6.13
-7.41
-7.46
-5.91
3.79
4.05

p
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001

r
0.33
0.35
0.28
0.34
0.34
0.27
0.17
0.19

Results
Number of Perceived Stimuli

Object Selection Accuracy

We consider trials with a recorded TTFF, a trial in which
the participant perceived the stimuli. The total number of
perceived stimuli for the different techniques in descending
order are: SGD=213/240 (88.8%), HiveFive=194/240 (80.8%),
Arrow=189/240 (78.8%), DeadEye=157/240 (65.4%), and
Blurring=150/240 (62.5%).

For the object selection accuracy, we consider all trials
in which the participant perceived the stimuli. The percentage of correctly selected objects in descending order
are: SGD=98.1% (209/213), HiveFive=97.9% (190/194), Arrow=97.4% (184/189), DeadEye=84.1% (132/157), and Blurring=77.3% (116/150).

A Shapiro-Wilk-Test showed that our data is not normally
distributed (p < 0.001), and thereafter we ran a Friedman test
that revealed a significant effect of Technique on the number of
perceived stimuli (χ 2 (4)=35.11, p<0.001, N=20). A posthoc
test using Wilcoxon Signed-rank with Bonferroni-Holm correction showed significant differences between some of the
conditions (see Table 2). Here, we can conclude SGD, HiveFive, Arrow > DeadEye, Blurring for the number of perceived
stimuli.
Table 2: Pairwise comparisons of techniques with significant
results for the number of perceived stimuli (r: > 0.1 small, >
0.3 medium, and > 0.5 large effect).
Comparison
SGD
vs.
SGD
vs.
HiveFive vs.
HiveFive vs.
Arrow
vs.
Arrow
vs.

DeadEye
Blurring
DeadEye
Blurring
DeadEye
Blurring

W
210
11
134
152
146
158

Z
-3.96
-3.41
2.87
2.38
2.70
2.57

p
<0.001
<0.001
0.003
0.015
0.005
0.009

r
0.63
0.54
0.45
0.38
0.43
0.41

Time to First Fixation

The median times to first fixation in ascending order are (trials
with no recorded TTFF excluded): Arrow=0.91s (IQR=0.60s),
HiveFive=0.94s (IQR=0.53s), SGD=1.27s (IQR=0.94s), Blurring=1.64s (IQR=1.27s), and DeadEye=1.74s (IQR=1.53s).
The times are compared in Figure 5.
A Shapiro-Wilk-Test showed that our data is not normally
distributed (p < 0.001), and thereafter we ran a Friedman test that revealed a significant effect of Technique on
TTFF (χ 2 (4)=58.11, p<0.001, N=20). A posthoc test using Wilcoxon Signed-rank with Bonferroni-Holm correction
showed significant differences between some of the conditions

Presence

The IGROUP Presence Questionnaire (IPQ) rates presence
in four subscales. Table 5 shows the presence ratings per
subscale per technique.
Task Load

HiveFive induced the lowest mental, physical and temporal
demand, as well as the lowest effort and frustration compared
to all other techniques as measured by the Raw-TLX (see Table 4). Arrow closely followed by HiveFive led to the best
perceived performance. Blurring and DeadEye induced the
highest mental demand, effort, and frustration while performing worse than all other techniques.
Subjective Measures

After each condition, we asked the participants to answer two
questions with 5-point Likert-scale items (1=strongly disagree,
5=strongly agree). The results are shown in Figure 6. Participants stated that they were not distracted by HiveFive (Md=1,
IQR=0.25), SGD (Md=1.5, IQR=1.25), and Arrow (Md=2,
IQR=2), while they were neutral for Blurring (Md=3, IQR=2)
and distracted by DeadEye (Md=4, IQR=1.25). Further, participants stated that HiveFive (Md=5, IQR=1) and SGD (Md=4,
IQR=1.25) were well embedded in the environment, while
they disagreed for Blurring (Md=2.5, IQR=2.25), DeadEye
(Md=2, IQR=3), and Arrow (Md=1, IQR=3).
Discussion
Number of Perceived Stimuli

In our final evaluation study of HiveFive, we found several
interesting results. The attention guidance techniques SGD,
Arrow and our approach HiveFive dominate significantly over
DeadEye and Blurring in the number of perceived stimuli (see
Table 2). This effect can be explained by the fact that SGD,
HiveFive, and Arrow are methods that are placed at or on

Table 4: Raw-TLX ratings for all techniques (values range from 0 (very low) to 20 (very high)).
Technique
Arrow
Blurring
DeadEye
HiveFive
SGD

Mental
Demand
Median (IQR)
4.0 (4.50)
8.0 (8.00)
11.5 (8.25)
2.0 (2.25)
3.5 (3.25)

Physical
Demand
Median (IQR)
2.5 (2.25)
3.0 (6.25)
4.5 (4.50)
2.0 (2.00)
2.0 (3.50)

Temporal
Demand
Median (IQR)
2.0 (3.50)
5.5 (6.50)
5.0 (6.50)
2.0 (2.75)
3.5 (4.50)

Table 5: IPQ Presence ratings for all techniques (values range
0 (very low) to 6 (very high)).
Technique
Arrow
Blurring
DeadEye
HiveFive
SGD

General
Presence
4.75
4.40
4.45
5.05
4.70

Spatial
Presence
4.44
4.22
4.44
4.65
4.45

Involvement
3.40
3.23
3.16
3.65
3.31

Exp.
Realism
2.61
2.35
2.70
3.30
2.88

Performance
Median (IQR)
19.0 (3.00)
9.0 (9.00)
7.0 (6.50)
18.0 (2.25)
16.5 (4.00)

Effort
Median (IQR)
2.5 (2.00)
8.5 (6.50)
12.0 (10.25)
2.0 (2.00)
4.0 (4.00)

Frustration
Median (IQR)
1.0 (2.25)
10.0 (10.50)
10.5 (10.00)
0.0 (2.00)
2.0 (3.00)

Task
Load
Score %
28.83
39.33
45.83
25.50
31.92

Object Selection Accuracy

Whether the technique successfully helped to find the correct
apple is shown by the object selection accuracy. SGD was the
most reliable, followed by HiveFive, Arrow and finally DeadEye and Blurring. The fact that HiveFive leads to mistakes
despite the obvious stimulus could be because the swarm is
constantly in motion. This movement touches other apples in
the area of the target apple due to its spread, so that in rare
cases participants could not correctly assess which apple was
meant.
Presence

I got distracted by the technique.

HiveFive
SGD
Arrow
Blurring
DeadEye
−100%
Arrow
Blurring
DeadEye
SGD
HiveFive

−75%

−50%

−25%

0%

25%

50%

75%

100%

The technique was well embedded in the environment.

−100%

−75%

−50%

Strongly Disagree

−25%

Disagree

0%
Neutral

25%
Agree

50%

75%

100%

Strongly Agree

Figure 6: Results from the 5-point Likert-scale questionnaire.

the target while blurring changes the environment but not the
target [18]. Furthermore, DeadEye seems to create an effect
that is difficult to detect with constantly moving eyes.
Time to First Fixation

We found significant results regarding TTFF, with Arrow and
HiveFive being perceived the fastest, closely followed by SGD
and Blurring, while DeadEye being perceived the slowest (see
Table 3). The fact that Arrow and HiveFive were perceived
the fastest is not surprising since they are the most obvious
stimuli, but the significant distance to SGD is remarkable,
since flickering is also a strong stimulus in the peripheral
vision [1, 16]. We suspect that the participants’ concentration
on the sphere, combined with the permanent eye movement
and motion within the scene, have made perception more
difficult, which Grogorick et al. also assumed [10]. Although
HiveFive was very fast, Arrow was perceived minimally faster,
which is why we cannot accept hypothesis H3 .

The results of the IPQ shows that the participants experienced
both the highest sense of presence and the highest degree of
realism with HiveFive, which allows us to accept our hypothesis H4 (see Table 5). As expected, the diegetic stimuli of
HiveFive allows us to guide attention while maintaining the
sense of presence and thus immersion. In contrast to Arrow,
SGD, Blurring and DeadEye, which generate attention through
artificial stimuli while manipulating the scene, HiveFive fits
well into the environment, and therefore, has a positive effect
on the perceived immersion.
Task Load

The results of the Raw-TLX rating reflect the previous results
(see Table 4). HiveFive is ahead in all ratings, except for the
performance, where the participants rated themselves slightly
better with Arrow. Overall, the task load is lowest for HiveFive.
Here it is particularly interesting that the load seems to be
lower compared to Arrow, which is a further indication that
diegetic stimuli are perceived as well integrated into the scene
and suggest that they offer a natural way to guide attention.
Subjective Measures

A large majority of the participants shared the opinion that
HiveFive fits best into the environment, which suggests that
HiveFive was perceived as a diegetic stimulus (see Figure
6). SGD also achieved good results due to the unobtrusive
stimulus. Blurring and DeadEye did not perform so well
and Arrow did perform the least well in the environment.
While very few people felt distracted by HiveFive, DeadEye
and Blurring distracted them the most. A Shapiro-Wilk-Test
showed that our data is not normally distributed (p < 0.001),
and thereafter we ran a Friedman test that revealed a significant
effect of distraction (Likert-item) on technique (χ 2 (4)=41.84,
p<0.001, N=20). A posthoc test using Wilcoxon Signed-rank
with Bonferroni-Holm correction showed that HiveFive is less
distracting than SGD (p=.02), Arrow, Blurring, and DeadEye
(p<.001). This means that with HiveFive, we have developed

a technique that attracts attention very fast but without being
perceived as unnatural or distracting in the environment.
GENERAL DISCUSSION
Adaptability to the Scenario

HiveFive is a technique that must be carefully adapted to the
environment. In our experiments, we have tried to create a
diegetic stimulus that is useful in many different environments.
Since our technology is strongly inspired by bees, we have
decided to use fitting environments. However, the technology
must always be adapted to the scenario and the environment
to preserve immersion. A swarm of bees in an office does
not make as much sense as dust or midges flying in front of
a light. The results of our work show, however, that motion
stimuli that fit well into the environment of a VR scene are
perceived by the users as more pleasant while not losing their
effectiveness.
Finding the Right Parameters

HiveFive’s noticeability can probably be improved by adjusting the parameters. Changes in the color, speed, and spread of
the particles are possible. One can also increase the number
of particles and use animated models, such as 3D models of
bees. An animated flapping of the wings could even add a
reasonable flickering to the stimulus. However, since HiveFive
is based on Reynolds’ flocking algorithm, the speed of motion
and the distance between the particles have to be fine-tuned
to create a reasonable swarm effect [38]. With unfavorable
parameters, it could occur that the particles circle around a
point and thus form a too even structure, which may lead to
less effective guiding of attention.
Transferability of the Results

With cinematic VR or gaming as the main application fields
of our technique, there is a high chance of having motion in
the scene. Our first study showed two interesting things. First,
we saw that additional motion influences the performance
of the non-biological swarm. Second, it appears as though
the biological motion is less affected by this and that even
with more motion in the background the perception of the
biological swarm stays more or less the same. Suggesting that
the biological motion could be a good alternative for scenes
with a lot of motion.
Limitations

Since HiveFive is using a visual diegetic stimulus, it must
be carefully adapted to the context of the used environment.
However, this also means that there will be environments in
which the method makes no sense. For example, flies in an
office environment may make sense, but it is not common
for them to be in swarms and users might feel irritated by a
swarm visualization in this context. Although we have not
had any negative experiences with our visualization, we can
imagine that the swarm movement could have a negative effect
on some people if they have phobias about animals that move
in swarms.
FUTURE WORK

We think that HiveFive offers great potential for future work
of attention guidance in complex interactive VR worlds. In

our controlled experiments, the technology was positioned
somewhere in the field of view. For our future work, we
will investigate how the technique can be positioned at the
edge of the visible area and if this supports head movements
and attention shift towards the appropriate direction. We will
investigate, based on the visual phenomenon of smooth pursuit,
if HiveFive can be adapted to direct the user’s attention not
only within the visible area but also in the non-visible area
of the immersive environment. For this purpose, individual
particles or the whole swarm could fly from a visible area into
a direction outside the field of view.
CONCLUSION

In this paper, we investigated the difference in the perception
of biological and non-biological swarm motion in an immersive environment. We found that humans immersed into a
Virtual Reality can distinguish between both forms of motion
and that the quality of perception of non-biological motion deteriorates when additional non-biological motion takes place
in an environment. In addition, we developed a new diegetic
visualization technique for attention guidance in VR and compared it with four other state-of-the-art techniques. Although
HiveFive did not produce the fastest response times, it is one
of the fastest techniques without negatively affecting the user’s
sense of presence and thus maintaining immersion. We expect that HiveFive can be further improved in future work and
adapted to make users aware of targets outside of the field of
view.
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